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Mastering Parallel Programming with RPackt Publishing, 2016

	Master the robust features of R parallel programming to accelerate your data science computations


	About This Book

	
		Create R programs that exploit the computational capability of your cloud platforms and computers to the fullest
	
		Become an expert in writing the most efficient and highest...
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Google Visualization API EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Make sense of your data: make it visual with the Google Visualization API


	Overview

	
		Wrangle all sorts of data into a visual format, without being an expert programmer.
	
		Visualize new or existing spreadsheet data through charts, graphs, and maps.
	
		Full of diagrams, core concept...
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Deep Learning for Computer Vision: Expert techniques to train advanced neural networks using TensorFlow and KerasPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how to model and train advanced neural networks to implement a variety of Computer Vision tasks

	
		Key Features

		
			Train different kinds of deep learning model from scratch to solve specific problems in Computer Vision
	
			Combine the power of Python, Keras, and TensorFlow to...
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Learn Java 12 Programming: A step-by-step guide to learning essential concepts in Java SE 10, 11, and 12Packt Publishing, 2019

	
		A comprehensive guide to get started with Java and gain insights into major concepts such as object-oriented, functional, and reactive programming

	
		Key Features

		
			Strengthen your knowledge of important programming concepts and the latest features in Java
	
			Explore core...
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Engineering of Micro/Nano Biosystems: Fundamentals & Applications (Microtechnology and MEMS)Springer, 2019

	
		This tutorial book offers an in-depth overview of the fundamental principles of micro/nano technologies and devices related to sensing, actuation and diagnosis in fluidics and biosystems. Research in the MEMS/NEMS and lab-on-chip fields has seen rapid growth in both academic and industrial domains, as these biodevices and...
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Microsoft IIS 6.0: Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2003
This precise pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for the day-to-day  administration of Web servers running Microsoft Information Services (IIS) 6.0.  Zero in on core IIS support procedures and everyday tasks using quick-reference  tables, step-by-step instructions, and lists. You get the focused, streamlined  information you need to...
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Final Cut Pro HD Hands-On TrainingPeachpit Press, 2004
As the first volume in Lynda Weinman's acclaimed HOT (Hands-On Training) series to cover Apple's video editing powerhouse, this is the guide you've been waiting for! In these pages, you'll find a series of hands-on tutorials that guide you through all stages of editing video with Final Cut Pro HD. As you follow the book's step-by-step instructions...
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HVDC and FACTS Controllers: Applications of Static Converters in Power Systems (Power Electronics and Power Systems)Springer, 2004
HVDC and FACTS Controllers: Applications of Static Converters in Power Systems focuses on the technical advances and developments that have taken place in the past ten years or so in the fields of High Voltage DC transmission and Flexible AC transmission systems. These advances (in HVDC transmission and FACTS) have added a new dimension to power...
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Next Generation Wireless Systems and NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Next Generation Wireless Systems and Networks offers an expert view of cutting edge Beyond 3rd Generation (B3G) wireless applications. This self-contained reference combines the basics of wireless communications, such as 3G wireless standards, spread spectrum and CDMA systems, with a more advanced level research-oriented...
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iText in Action: Creating and Manipulating PDFManning Publications, 2006
Imagine a publisher who wants to "stamp" his ebooks on the fly with the name of the buyer (to discourage sharing). Such a publisher would (and we know one who does) use iText for the task. Developers looking to enhance web- and other applications with dynamic PDF document generation and/or manipulation will find this book unique in...
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Packet Filtering: Catching the Cool PacketsPodbooks, 2002
This book covers the basic through advanced methods of filtering on hack traffic, ICMP traffic, IP fragments, subnet traffic and more. If you want to know how to build filters to capture specific application traffic based on its signature, this is the book for you. Includes instructions for capturing 'data theft' using signatures rather than...
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CherryPy Essentials: Rapid Python Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2007
This book covers the CherryPy library for Python web development from its history and installation through its main features and core concepts to its integration with Python and other products to construct, test, and deploy a sample photoblog application. The author Sylvain Hellegouarch is dedicated to the development of free software projects and...
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